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Markets worldwide continued their upward trajectory in
the second quarter. Record levels of fiscal support, pent-up
consumer demand and rising COVID-19 vaccination rates
in developed countries continue to fuel the global
economic recovery. Although we acknowledge the
improvement in fundamentals and sentiment, we believe
the rebound is priced in and future global gains are likely
to be challenged. In our opinion, high trailing valuations
generally presage low if not negative future returns and
during such environments, dividends can cushion on the
downside. Accordingly, our global portfolios continue to
be more heavily weighted towards higher dividend
yielding and higher quality defensive holdings that are
undervalued. While this positioning has resulted in current
underperformance, we believe it will drive superior future
outperformance. For the quarter, the Ariel International DM
Composite increased +5.43% gross of fees (+5.22% net
of fees) on an absolute basis, slightly ahead of the
+5.17% gain posted by the MSCI EAFE Index.

Finnish telecommunications and consumer electronics
company, Nokia Oyj also outperformed in the quarter on strong
net sales across the business groups, margin expansion and
robust free cash flow. Despite a shortage in global
semiconductors, management continues to execute on its
transformation initiatives and recently unveiled cutting edge
next generation AirScale 5G products. Looking ahead, we view
the near and long-term outlook for Nokia Oyj as attractive at
current levels, given favorable business trends, momentum
around its accelerating 5G opportunity and improved
competitive positioning.
In addition, shares of tobacco maker Philip Morris International
Inc. advanced in the period due to an increase in global
demand for Heat Not Burn Devices (IQOS). In our view, the
favorable economics and margin expansion associated with
market share gains from IQOS and Reduced Risk Products
highlights significant value creation opportunities in the years
ahead. Furthermore, at current trading levels, we believe Philip
Morris International’s significant operating leverage, strong
pricing power, and improving free cash flow profile offers a
strong margin of safety1.

As always, Ariel’s non-consensus approach seeks to
identify undervalued, out-of-favor, franchise-quality
companies that are misunderstood and mispriced. The
International DM strategy is significantly overweight
Communication Services and Utilities. The portfolio is
meaningfully underweight Industrials, Information
Technology, Financials and lacks exposure to Materials. At
the sector level, stock selection within Health Care and
Information Technology were the largest sources of
positive attribution. By comparison, our overweight
exposure to Communication Services was the greatest
detractor from returns in the period.

Alternatively, China’s internet search and online community
leader, Baidu, Inc. was the greatest detractor from relative
performance in the period. Shares have been highly volatile
since March when an overleveraged family office, Archegos
Capital Management made global headlines for its liquidity
crisis and became a distressed seller. These developments
together with tighter credit in China have led to further
weakness in Hong Kong equities, where Baidu is listed.
Looking ahead, we remain focused on Baidu’s long-term value
creation opportunity in internet search, cloud, artificial
intelligence, online video and autonomous driving.

Global pharmaceutical and diagnostics leader, Roche
Holding AG was a top performer during the quarter.
Negative investor sentiment for pharmaceutical companies
began to reverse as COVID-19 vaccination rates climbed
across developed markets. Weak prescription trends was
an opportunity delayed, not denied, as people deferred
routine doctor visits and physicals over the last year. In our
view, a normalization in trends may be the catalyst to drive
returns across many of our pharmaceutical holdings. To
this point, all 9 of our portfolios pharmaceutical stocks
delivered a positive return in the quarter.

Leading electric utility in Spain, Endesa S.A. also traded lower
in the quarter on regulatory concerns regarding a proposed
legislation that would limit the margin increase hydro and
nuclear plants make as rising CO2 prices drive up electricity
bills. If the proposal passes, we believe it will face legal
challenges as similar initiatives have in the past. Beyond these
political concerns, we think Endesa offers an ESG related
business opportunity. The company is working aggressively to
shut down coal capacity and move forward with a multi-billion
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euro investment in renewables to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. In success, we expect Endesa S.A. to retain a
large portion of the differential savings since retail tariffs
are sticky. Meanwhile, this utility is a cash cow, boasts a
high dividend payout ratio, and trades at a compelling 7%
dividend yield.
Japanese auto original equipment manufacturer, Subaru
Corporation weighed on relative returns in the quarter.
Supply chain shortages and disruptions during the COVID19 recovery for automobile manufacturers globally drove
production to fall short of demand. We view these
headwinds to be short-term in nature and remain focused
on Subaru’s solid business fundamentals, as well as its
long-term opportunity to increase market share.
We initiated four new positions in the quarter. We
purchased Chinese based air travel ticketing company,
TravelSky Technology Ltd. The company provides
interconnection and settlement between different airlines’
internal ticketing systems and enjoys significant network
effects, as well as barriers to entry due to high switching
costs. With 95% market share and 33% owned by leading
Chinese airlines, the company has partnerships with over
350 global and regional players. While COVID-19 affected
TravelSky’s revenues in 2020, we view the company as a
secular beneficiary of the growing spend by the Chinese
middle class on domestic and international air travel. Over
the long-term, travel volumes in China should expand in
tandem with China’s GDP. Furthermore, we believe
TravelSky will be a beneficiary of increased infrastructure
spend on new airports to spur and meet demand for
domestic air travel versus traditional rail.
We added financial services company, Banco SantanderChile in the period. The company has demonstrated stable
credit quality across multiple economic cycles and
consistently generates strong risk-adjusted returns with
return on equity generally in the range of 18%-20%. We
view management as forward thinking when it comes to
strategic initiatives and recently is investing in a new client
relationship management system, addressing customer
segmentation and exploring omni-channel banking.
We initiated a position in Danish pharmaceutical company,
H. Lundbeck A/S, which is majority owned by The
Lundbeck Foundation. The company focuses on the
treatment of psychiatric and neurological disorders, such as
depression, schizophrenia, bipolar, epilepsy, Parkinson's,
Alzheimer's and Huntington’s disease. At current levels, we
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think the market is significantly underestimating the potential
for lifecycle management of key drugs that are facing patent
expiration over the next few years and currently represent
approximately 50% of the sales mix. We also believe the
market is underappreciating the earnings potential from new
drugs Rexulti and Vyepti. Furthermore, the company is
undergoing a strategic restructuring aimed at reducing
operating expenses across its commercial functions, which
should aid overall profitability. We began accumulating shares
when they recently fell by over 50%.
Finally, we purchased shares of China’s leading online travel
agency (OTA), Trip.com Group Ltd. The company has a strong
competitive positioning within premium and outbound travel
segments, evidenced by its 60% share of OTA transaction
value. While COVID-19 impacted 2020 revenues, this is yet
another company that will be a secular beneficiary of the
growing spend by the Chinese middle class. We also believe
consumer habits will pivot to be more in line with those in
developed markets, where domestic and outbound travel trips
per capita are substantially higher than those in China.
Furthermore, the highly fragmented Chinese hotel landscape is
reliant on OTAs, as the country’s branding hotel chains have
less than 25% penetration compared to 70% in the United
States. Over the long-term, we expect travel volumes in China
to expand in tandem with China’s GDP, presenting a secular
tailwind for Trip.com to further extend its market leading
position in online travel.
By comparison, we exited our position in German based
manufacturer of chemical consumer goods, Beiersdorf AG on
price appreciation.
While the global economy’s rebound has been undeniable, we
believe warning signs abound. Valuations remain stretched,
with equities receiving meaningful support from substantial
monetary and fiscal stimulus, as well as low nominal rates. As
central banks scale back pandemic-era stimulus, advanced
economies may see higher corporate, private and sovereign
debt. In our view, the market’s complacency towards these
risks is concerning. Given this backdrop, we continue to pay
particular attention to normalized growth and return prospects,
sustainable business models and balance sheet resilience—
preferring companies with net-cash positions. As a result, the
current characteristics of our global portfolios highlight higher
dividend yields and lower financial leverage relative to the
benchmark. While this attention to risk-adjusted returns has
come at the expense of trailing underperformance when
compared with the MSCI EAFE Index, we remain confident in
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our non-consensus approach. Looking ahead, we are laser
focused on uncovering and owning high quality,
idiosyncratic ideas that have the potential to offer superior
upside with a margin of safety. 1
__________________________________________
Investments in foreign securities may underperform and
may be more volatile because of the risks involving foreign
economies and markets, foreign political systems, foreign
regulatory standards, foreign currencies and taxes. The use
of currency derivatives, ETFs, and other hedges may
increase investment losses and expenses and create more
volatility. Investments in emerging markets present
additional risks, such as difficulties in selling on a timely
basis and at an acceptable price. The intrinsic value of the
stocks in which the portfolio invests may never be
recognized by the broader market. The portfolio is often
concentrated in fewer sectors than its benchmarks, and its
performance may suffer if these sectors underperform the
overall stock market. Investing in equity stocks is risky and
subject to the volatility of the markets.
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect
the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. For the
period ended 6/30/21, the performance (net of fees) for the
Ariel International (DM) Composite for the 1-, 3-, and
5-year periods were +17.87%, +6.02%, and +6.40%,
respectively. For the period ended 6/30/21 the
performance for the MSCI EAFE Net Index for the 1-, 3-,
and 5- year periods were +32.35%, +8.27%, and
+10.28%, respectively. Performance of the Ariel
International (DM) Composite has been reduced by the
amount of the highest fee charged to any client in the
Composite during the performance period. Actual fees may
vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fee
schedule and portfolio size. Fee information is available
upon request and may also be found in Ariel Investments
LLC's Form ADV, Part 2. Returns are expressed in U.S.
dollars. Current performance may be lower or higher than
the performance data quoted. The Ariel International (DM)
Composite differs from its benchmark, the MSCI EAFE
Index, because: (i) the Composite has fewer holdings than
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the benchmark and (ii) the Composite will at times invest a
portion of its assets in the U.S. and emerging markets.
The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this
commentary but are subject to change. The information
provided in this commentary does not provide information
reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment
decision and should not be considered a recommendation to
purchase or sell any particular security.
As of 6/30/21 Roche Holding AG constituted 7.56% of the Ariel
International (DM) Composite (representative portfolio); Nokia
Corp 1.48% Nokia ADR 0.65%; Phillip Morris International, Inc.
6.18%; Baidu, Inc. ADR 4.95%; Endesa SA 3.63%; Subaru
Corporation 3.96%; TravelSky Technology Ltd. 0.06%; Banco
Santander-Chile 0.01%; H. Lundbeck A/S 0.21%; Trip.com
Group Ltd. 0.14% and Beiersdorf AG 0.00%. The performance
of any single portfolio holding is no indication of the
performance of other portfolio holdings of the Ariel
International (DM) Composite.
Investors cannot invest directly in an index. The MSCI EAFE
Index is an unmanaged, market-weighted index of companies
in developed markets, excluding the U. S. and Canada. The
MSCI Index net returns reflect the reinvestment of income and
other earnings, including the dividends net of the maximum
withholding tax applicable to non-resident institutional
investors that do not benefit from double taxation treaties.
MSCI uses the maximum tax rate applicable to institutional
investors, as determined by the companies' country of
incorporation. Source: MSCI. MSCI makes no express or implied
warranties or representations and shall have no liability
whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein.
The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used to
create indices or financial products. This report is not approved
or produced by MSCI.

Attempting to purchase with a margin of safety on price cannot protect investors from the volatility associated with stocks, incorrect assumptions or estimations
on our part, declining fundamentals or external forces.
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